Wedding Day Questionnaire
Which package is best for you?
All weddings are unique and original in their own way. This questionnaire is design to help you determine which
“Wedding Package” you need to capture this special day. It is also a great way to organize the wedding party, important
portraits, and create a time-line. After completing the form, click the "Email Form" on the last page.

Your wedding info:
Groom name:
Bride name:
Groom cell:
SMS?

Bride cell:

Yes

No

Groom email:
Bride email:
Mailing address:
Street:
County:

State:

Zip:

Maid of Honor:
Best-Man:

Bridesmaids

Groomsmen

Wedding overview
Wedding Date:
How many guests are you expecting?
What type of ceremony will the wedding be:

Type of wedding

What setting will the ceremony be in?

Ceremony Setting

Are there any photography restrictions at the ceremony?

Any additional information or specifics you would like to convey?

How do you want your wedding to be shot?
Formal
Informal
Good mix of both

When do you want group family and wedding party photos taken?
Before the Ceremony
After the Ceremony
At the Reception

Where would be a good place for this to happen?

Do you require group photos of all the guests?
No

Yes

Where would be a good place for this to happen?

Do you want an intimate session(s) of the two of you away from the guest?
No

Yes

Wedding photograph events schedule:
In order to capture every precious moment of your special day, we need to know more about it. Time and
location of each photographed event will help us create a game-plan. Below you will see a breakdown of the
types of images captured during these events. Select the events you would like to take place that day. This is
only a preliminary outline of the day’s events. A new “Wedding Flow Chart” will be created after the
initial consultation.

Pre-ceremony Preparations
The bride and groom preparing to walk down the isle is a popular event to photograph. The photographer has the
opportunity to capture those private moments shared with family and loved ones. This is also the only time
to photograph the wedding dress still on the hanger.

Yes, this fits my plan.

No, not at this time.

Bride’s Preparation location:
Groom preparation location:
Bride’s arrival time:

Groom arrival time:

Departure time to ceremony location, or first look session:
Travel time from preparation to ceremony location, or first look session:

Travel Time

Typically included in wedding photo coverage. Please check the items important to you:
Bride's gown and shoes
Candid shots of the bride and party getting ready
Bride heading to the ceremony site
Details on the bride's gown
Jewelry
Details on the groom's attire such as cuff links
Best man with rings*
Candid shots of the groom and groomsmen getting ready*
Groom heading to the ceremony site*
*possible with booking of second photographer

First-look
That WOW moment! The first time the groom will see his bride wearing her beautiful gown. These are the photos
you only see in wedding magazines. The bride will sneak up behind her husband to be, and tap him on the shoulder.
The emotionally charged anticipation creates a once in a lifetime moment that will never be forgotten. This is also
an alternative time for portraits with family and wedding party if you are unable to do them after the ceremony.
Please allow at least 30min for this session.

Yes, this fits my plan.

No, not at this time.

First-look location:
(Note: First-look location must be close to Ceremony location)

First-look arrival time to location:
Departure time from First-look to ceremony location:
Travel time from First-look to ceremony location:
Additional first look ideas or information:

*This session is only available with second photographer.

Basic intimate photo session location examples
•

Staircase

•

Outside venue (during the daytime)

•

Against old building or wall

•

In a field

•

Under a tree

Travel Time

Ceremony
This is it! This is what all the meticulous preparations were for. All your hard work has created a beautifully staged
ceremony marking a new chapter in both of your lives. The groom standing at the altar, the glowing bride, and the
guest’s reactions are the most important images captured on your wedding day.

Yes, this fits my plan.

No, not at this time.

Ceremony location:
Venue:
Street:
County:

State:

Zip:

Guest arrival time:

Wedding party arrive time:

Ceremony start time:

Ceremony end time:

Formal portraits start time:

Formal portraits end time:

Departure time from Ceremony to Reception, or next session location:
Travel time from Ceremony to Reception, or next location:

Travel Time

Typically included in wedding photo coverage. Please check the items important to you:
Exterior and interior of the ceremony site*
Guests arriving
Bridal party arriving
Bride and her father just before walking down the aisle
Musicians performing
Processional and recessional
Bride and her father (or escort) walking down the aisle
Groom reacting to bride walking down the aisle*
Father giving the bride away*
Wide shot of the altar/chuppah
Bride and groom reciting their vows*
Bride and groom exchanging rings*
The couple's first kiss
Bride and groom being introduced to their guests as a married couple
Bride and groom exiting their ceremony site
Receiving line
*possible with booking of second photographer

Formal Portraits
During the cocktail hour is a popular time to stage a formal portrait session. This is the most time-consuming session
of the evening. So make sure we schedule the proper amount of time to capture all the important members of your
family standing with the new couple.

Yes, this fits my plan.

No, not at this time.

Formal portraits location:

Estimated time for formal portraits (*at least 30min)

Session Time

Departure time to reception location, or intimate session:
Travel time to reception location, or intimate session:

Travel Time

Typically included in wedding photo coverage. Please check the items important to you:
Bride and groom, each alone
Bride and groom together
Bride and groom with wedding party
Bride with her family
Groom with his family
Bride and groom with bride's family
Bride and groom with groom's family
Both families together
Bride with her mother
Groom with his father
Flower girl and ring bearers with bride and groom

*This is only a preliminary outline of your wedding day. A more detailed list of
names and events will be created after the initial consultation.

Bride/Groom intimate portraits
Sometimes it’s good to get away from it all and spend some time with each other, before heading to the reception.
Private intimate portraits are taken away from all the guests. This allows the photographer to capture those
candid, beautiful, and loving moments of the bride and groom reconnecting. Some people like to use these shots
for “thank your cards” later.

Yes, this fits my plan.

No, not at this time.

Intimate portraits location or idea:

Note: The time necessary for intimate portraits can vary depending on travel time to location and complexity of the session. For example:
If there is a private location near the reception we can use, the photo session could only take 15min of your time. But if we are
traveling to a location off-site for some quirky in a car, or on a train type of moments, that could take 30min or longer.

Estimated time for intimate portraits (*at least 15min)

Session Time

Departure time to reception location:
Travel time to reception location:

Travel Time

Basic intimate photo session locations examples
•

Outside of the reception location in a field

•

Empty lobby or waiting room in venue or hotel

•

Staircase or front entrance of venue or hotel

Unconventional intimate photo session location examples
•

Subway tunnel or car

•

Park bench

•

Beach/lake

•

Main street at night

Reception
Time to unwind and have some fun. The first dances to the bouquet toss, this final event is loaded with memories
and traditions that take place in a blink of an eye. Having a second shooter during this event might be necessary in
order capture all the festivities and traditional activities.

Yes, this fits my plan.

No, not at this time.

Reception location:
Venue:
Street:
County:

State:

Zip:

Guest arrival time:

Wedding party arrive time:

Formal portraits start time:

Formal portraits end time:

Typically included in wedding photo coverage. Please check the items important to you:
Exterior and interior of the reception site
Menu, escort, and table cards
Guests signing the book
Food stations and bar setup during cocktail hour
Wedding-party entrances
Bride and groom's first dance
Toasts and blessing (if applicable)
Father-daughter dance
Mother-son dance
Bride and groom cutting the cake
Band or DJ
Guests dancing
Bouquet and garter toss, anniversary dance
Candid shots throughout the night
Bridal bouquet
Gift table
Ceremony programs
Centerpieces
Wedding cake
Wedding cake first cut

Post-production
After all the photos are taken it takes time to prepare them and put into a
professional package. Depending on the size of the wedding and the number of
photographs, it can take anywhere from 8 to 10 weeks to complete the project. Here
are some of the things to expect during the process.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The photographer will take thousands of raw images during the event. Therefore,
editing and sorting them will take time. All progress will be conveyed to the client
by phone or email
You will need to create an account on andersondavisphotography.com to access
your images
After finding the best images the photographer will digitally render them by doing
the following:
o Removing blemishes
o Whitening teeth
o Airbrushing skin tone
o Accenting features of the dress
o Highlighting flowers and decorations
o Matching color schemes
o Crafting them to perfection
Basic edits will be done to the entire batch of images. Image rendering is
reserved for a group of images agreed upon by the photographer and client. Any
additional rendering will be a separate charge
The client will have access to online storage of all images
The clients’ friends and family will have access to a public gallery using the
provided password
Clients can also print any images they desire through the online store
The client can contact Anderson Davis Photography at any (reasonable) time
during event planning and post production

Helpful tips
We want your wedding photos to be flawless. The photographer will be unobtrusive and
ready to capture your special moments. Here are some suggestions for you:
•
•
•
•

Avoid glossy lipstick and consider foundation or powder that will reduce the
chance of having a shiny face.
Mineral makeup causes unflattering effects with flash. The minerals have
elements in it reflecting light.
In order to allow for a private photo session of bride and groom, we will need at
least half an hour of your time alone with the photographer.
Be kind to ensure the presence of all the family members required at your
wedding photos. Plan for about 5 minutes per photo for shots with fewer than 14
people, about 10 minutes per photo for shots with more than 14 people.

•
•
•
•

It always takes some time to gather people together and pose them so that
everyone can be seen, etc.
Before the wedding day, inform anyone you want to be in posed or informal
photos where and when they will be needed for pictures.
Pre-assign a family member or friend who knows the people to be in the pictures
to round them up for the photos. Getting people where they need to be for the
photos is by far the most time-consuming part of group shots.
Please, make sure the cutting of the cake occurs within the booking time.

Thank you for choosing Anderson Davis Photography. Please click the button below
labeled "Email Form" to complete the process. Once we have received this information we
will evaluate the information and see if we have that day available for booking. After
researching the best way to capture all the images you requested, we will contact you to set
up a meeting.

Click below to email the form.

Email Form

